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Aim of the work
 Front metallization is an expensive, fundamental step in the fabrication of solar cells
 Laser additive direct writing techniques, such as Laser Induced Forward Transfer (LIFT), can be used for printing optimized
metallization patterns or free form personalized designs with applications in building integrated photovoltaics (BIPV).
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 Optical Scanner (ScanLab HurryScan)
 F‐Theta Lens, focal 250 mm
 Focused beam diameter 20 µm

Donor film:
 Comercial Ag paste (Dupont
PV17F & PV19B)
 Non‐newtonian, pseudoplastic,
thixotropic fluids
  up to 250 Pa∙s
 Ag particles size: 1‐5 µm
Gap
Acceptor

Printing of solar cell fingers

Metallization of a CIGS solar cell

• Continuous lines (fingers) printed by
overlapping single voxels.
• Aspect ratios (height/width) up to 0.5.
• Transfer mechanism: Concrete‐dot transfer
regime.
• Highly textured surfaces provide high
adhesion forces and prevent the paste
from spreading along the surface.

•Concrete‐dot
transfer
regime:
the
protruding paste reaches the acceptor
substrate, allowing the formation of a
continuous pillar between donor and
acceptor.
•Highly textured surfaces provide high
adhesion forces and prevent the paste
from spreading along the surface.
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• 2 cm2 lab test cells of CIGS on a flexible steel
substrate.
• Low electrical resistivity and good
mechanical adherence to the substrate
• Fingers thermally cured. Possibility of laser
curing (all‐laser based metallization process)

Free form metallization
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Conclusions
 The physics of LIFT of high viscosity fluids has been studied. High aspect
ratio lines (0.5) can be printed.
 Flexible CIGS solar cells have been metallized showing appropriate
functionality.
 The main advantage of LIFT for the metallization of solar cell over the
standard techniques is its flexibility and feasibility of printing free‐form,
personalized designs for BIPV.
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